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Beloved Centurion : 

Have you been studying this series of lessons which we call MORE STATELY 
MANSIONS thoughtfully and carefully? Your instructor sincerely hopes so for i t 
can be such an important part of your Mayanry; it can be so great a step forward 
in your progress. 

We know that , under certain circumstances, it is often very difficult to be
l i eve that we can overcome the obstacles that keep us from attaining the things we 
want in life ; but we also knO'..,r , as dif'ficult as it may seem at t:..mes , it can be 
done . If we did not know this , we would become very discouraged . 

But 
heights . 
.ments and 
soul from 

we do know that fro.m the lowest depths there is a path to the loftiest 
The tendency to persevere, to persist in spite of hindrances, discourage 
i.mpossibilities - it is this in all things that distinguishes the strong 
the weak. The man without purpose is like a ship without a rudder - a 

waif, a nothing, a no-man. 

What your instructor is endeavoring to teach you is to have a purpose in 
life and, having it, throw the strength of mind and muscle into your 
work that God has given you . 

Remember, you are building a new mansion in which to house your soul . Many 
people have asked the question, 11What is the soul?11 The answer is, your soul is 
your character, and your character is you. 

When your life is well - spent and you have nothing on your conscience, and 
when you feel that your hope of heaven is well- founded, then there should be noth
ing for you to fear and nothing to keep you from building a ~ stately mansion. 

This lesson give s instructions on PROTECTIVE MEASURES . It can help you and 
strengthen you in your pr ogress on the path that can lead only to glorious ful
fillment . 

In the following prayer , you are petitioning your Father for protection as 
you go about the business of building a new life . As you make your solemn request, 
know in your heart , without a shadow of a doubt , that it will be granted : 

Heavenly Father, sustain and keep 
me safe while I proceed with my 
efforts to do Thy will by building 
a habitation for my soul which 
will be pleasing to Thee . Amen. 
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PART ONE 

* * * * * * * * * * * In all eA~ensive construction projects two elements of 
* * protection are neces sary. One is insurance against l oss , 
* SAFETY MEASURES * and one is prot ective measures for safet y. The builder 
* * takes out insurance, puts out warning lights, and bu i lds 
* * * * * * * * * * * guards and barriers here and there to prevent accidents 

- whatever is neces sary t o minimize danger to the build
ing and the public . This provision becomes more and more eviden~ with passing 
time . Custom and public interest , as well as law, combine to make it so. I t is 
part of the business of building . 

In the construction of our more stat ely houses of life we have to do the 
same in forms suited to the kind of building we are doing. If we are though~ful 
and understanding about our effort s we do not want our work to collapse, nor do 
we want any damage to ethel's caused by it , nor anything to go wrong. Our plan 
for the structure i s that i t bring only good t o others and ourselves . That cal ls 
for adequate pr otection in the way of safety measures . In terms of such an effor t 
what forms would these take ? 

We must take every possible care to make the operation safe for all our 
helpers, all who come near it or have to do with it, and ourselves. In this case 
we do not need watchmen and warning si gnals . We need only to make everything 
about it wholesome, kind , beneficent, and helpful. These are sui ted not to tempo
rary walls of per~shable materials, but to the imperishable ones of human actions , 
qualities, and capacities for service and good . 

One might suppose that safety in such an endeavor is automatic and will take 
care of itself, but this is not necessaril y so . Good things can do harffi when 
wrongl y applied or when wrong relations to them are sustained . One can do damage 
even when his intentions are good . A usually careful person can let t hings get 
out of hand in a carel ess moment , or when he fails to take everything he should 
into account . One needs protection against such things, and he can have i t . 

Protective measures need to be taken for a building t hroughout its life, 
but especi ally during the construction period . Repair is never as good as keeping 
a structure from needing it. Salvation is always better than salvage . The scars 
and cracks of a repair job may not show, but the weakness remains. Against this 
one needs protection too, and it too i s availabl e . Save by building well. 

Watch the influences that would wreck your ~ stately mansion. Main
t ain defenses of faith and courage against them. You will then build 
better and be happier and more secure on many a day to come . 

Carry insurance in your ~heart . See that it is always of t he right 
ki nd, and enough . Reinforce it by taking every precaution against 
damage to the dwelling of your inner life. Let u s now notice some of 
its f or ms. 



* * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* CHP2~CTER * 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * 
least a part of the 

PART TWO 

The first thing you can do for the protection of your life 
structure is to see that plenty of good, sturdy character 
goes into its foundations and all its supports . If this is 
done , and if the rest of the material is of good quality, 
the walls will never sag or crumble . Character is a word 
that gets as close as possible to what you are . It is at 

essence of your being . Where else could safety best begin? 

One's character is not something fixed and unchangeable. It is a phase of 
life, and therefore subject to cultivation or deterioration . We may inherit ~t 
in undeveloped form; but it must develop with us and by our efforts , so we deter 
mine •..;hat the fruitage shall be . Character neglected to the point of weakness is 
like an insurance policy that has been allowed to lapse. 

As we have already noted, conduct is the plow that cultivates character . 
Then, in turn, character determines more conduct . In turn, this new conduct 
builds more character . So the circle goes. The essence of it is, though, what 
makes so much for safety as anything that determines and safeguards good conduct 
and right living? At any rate, the man of good character is the man of whom Jesus 
told, '"ho built his house upon a rock. 

Since character is cultivated and its growth is determined by conduct we can 
see that our measure of control over having it is very great. We are mostl y re
sponsible for i ts existence, its nature, its measure , and its outcome·. It is for 
us to determine how much benefit we may expect from this safety measure . Analyze 
it, measure it . If necessary increase it , or change it , or mend it. Fortunately 
you can. How many times have you heard people say, "A leopard cannot change its 
spots"; but I am sure that you know this is not true . In my vast experience of 
helping people overcome faults and weaknesses and rise above certain traits of 
character, I have found that people ~ change . 

You will be doing these things all along the way, for character needs to go 
into the placing of every stone and the laying of every timber ; but do not over
look the fact that it must undergird your structure from the very beginning . It 
must guarantee the integrity of the tip of the tallest tower , but it must also 
underlie the building of the foundation. We sometimes hear it said of a building, 
as of a life, that it shows character . That is what is meant . 

We hear all the time of the collapse of magnificent mansions of life . Some 
of them were laboriously buil t and gave every prominence of service and perma
nence . The breakdown does not occur for lack of good intentions, but it often 
does at the character level . Wi thout that safeguard even the heart is not to be 
trusted . Its intentions are usually good, but its judgment is not always so . 

Examine and test your character often. What would you do in this crisis or 
that? The answer will tell you what you are . Whether others trust you is impor
tant, but whether you trust yourself is even more so . Others see your deeds, but 
you know the character and motive that makes them what they are, and that is what 
gives them whatever credit they receive and deserve . Character will set the 
bounds of your lifing, and they will all be within the limits of safety . 
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P .ARI' THREE 

* * * * * * * * Another safeguard closely related to character is conscience . 
* * In fact, it is so closely related to character at its best it 
* CONSCIENCE * really is character in action . Its guiding word is, "This is 
* * a safe road. Travel it without fear 11 , or "This road is dan
* * * * * * * * gerous. Thus far shalt thou come, and no farther . 11 One may 

say this is destructive of freedom. Think again. In one way 
it limits freedom, and in another way it protects and preserves it . 

It is ~~ admirable thing to have the reputation of being a conscientious 
person. The fiber of a nation 1 s strength, the safety of today, and the hope of 
the future are all made of them . You can have good conditions socially, politi 
cally, economically, and otherwise, only where good people dwell . You can have 
only the opposite of them where good people do not l ive. Only right living, the 
certain output of a good conscience, can make good conditions in our own hear~s 
and lives, as well. 

We are here referri~g only to a good or real conscience, for there are 
imitations that are not dependable , that mislead and deceive, and that lead us 
the wrong way when we think we are finding the right one . Some of these imitation 
consciences are desire, self- interest, questionable customs in which one has groifll 
up; or the arguments of sophistry, weakness, imitativeness, and the like . You 
have to be discriminating, even in such a matter as that of conscience . Too, con
science at its best is an instructed conscience that t akes all facts into account. 

These imitation forms of conscience will afford you no protection because 
they do not keep you on safe ground. The ground over which they lead you looks 
lL~e bedrock when it is only shifting sand. Yet the voice of decei t takes on 
varied tones and makes various argumentative approaches . Some of the arguments 
Satan used with Jesus in the great temptation will show how clever the voice of 
Wrong can be. One has to learn how to distinguish them by considering the nature 
of the facts involved. That is con- science, or knowing together . 

Conscience ~s the voice of informed reason. You have an equation with all 
the L~own quantities expressed in their appropriate figures and combinations. 
Then you have an unknown quantity - the right thing to do - expressed by the l etter 
X. When you figure out all the known values "rith their additions, subt ractions, 
you can see what value it will take to make the two sides of the equation equal, 
and that is your once unknown quantity. That is one way conscience works. 

But conscience i s also a voice of the Spirit which makes us feel the right 
ness of one course or the wrong of the other. It is a good test if we make sure 
it is real and not the deceptive voice of some less admirable desire or interest . 

In any event, true conscience will keep you and your work safe from 
any temptation or tendency to build something that will decay or 
break up under the ravages of time or the stress of error and wrong . 
It has been doing so as far back as we know anything about the his
tory of mankind. It has been doing so in our own experience and 
that of all the conscientious people we know. What can we do but 
trust it to do so for us now? 



* * * * * * * * 
* * 
* OPI'IHlSM * 
* * 
* * * * * * * * 

H& PARI' FOUR &&A 

Another protective safeguard in building your supremely im
portant and valuable more stately mansion of strengthened, 
brightened, and expanded life is optimism. It is so because 
it will always keep you hopeful, confident, and expectant . 
Life has two sides, one bright and the other dark . Keeping 
where the bright side is visible is optimism. Assuming that 

of all the forces at work, the better ones will ultimately triumph is also opti 
mism. Optimism does not reject the fact of the less lovely; it only declares the 
pr edominence and everlastingness of the lovely and good . 

Of all people the optimists are safest because they are always looking for 
the best , and the best is what is most likely to occur . An honest survey would 
show that most fears are never realized and most bad possibilities are never 
realized. Life is al\..rays trying to do the good, lovely, triumphant thing , and it 
usually succeeds . The ootimist is the one who knows this and counts on it . 

Optimism does not guarantee that there will be no exceptions to the triumph 
of good, but it does guarantee that the exceptions \.Jill be fe1..r. This at least 
keeps you ahead in the reckoning. No one can expect everything to go right all 
of the time . Such a situation would spoil us . It would also be harmful , because 
ther e are things that should not succeed . Not everything good even can be expected 
to succeed, because it may be mishandled . But optimism trusts that most things 
will go right if we let them, and such is usually the case . 

--------

Ootimism does another valuable, orotective thing : 

It helps us to meet the occasional defeats and disappointments because 
it keeps us on the side of constructive- mindedness . It gives us the 
overcoming advantage of strength and courage . What does an occasional 
setback matter when we know by the record that to one who lives in the 
spirit of hope and trust the aggregate sum of happiness and success 
always exceeds that of unhappiness and failure? 

This is better protection than steel armor or a legion of a..T'Jlled guards 
would be. With this attitude you will always be going f orward, keep
ing in the direction of victory and away from defeat, adding to your 
strength; if necessary, building victory from defeat and transforming 
failure into success . It has been said that an army wins battles on 
its stomach. We who are builders of life have a little different 
secret . We build successes on our attitudes of spirit. 

--------
A great university pr esident looked at the finest buildings on his campus 

leveled by an earthquake and remarked that a university consists of more than 
buildings an.yway, then started plans for rebuilding on a better scale than ever . 
He was a success throughout his life because he had the indomitable spirit of an 
optimist. 
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Take your faith, "1-'Ill.Cn is the essence of optimism, i nto your life building . 
It will always protect you against the dangers of discouragement and despair . 
Always kno'\or - and you can - that most things will always turn out well of them
selves; others can be made to, and the few that will not are negligible anyway . 
Optimisrr: may not do even-thing for you , but it 'lo.rill keen m :'rom failing - i.:' you 
have it . 

PART FIVE 

* * * * * * * * Another dependable protection against failure and loss is the 
* * saving spirit of good will. This , you know, is one of the 
* GOOD WILL * elements of living t he Saviour came to bring i nto the hearts 
* * and relationships of men . It is almost as essential as air, 
* * * * * * * * f ood , and water . You must think well of people and act kindly 

toward them or you will surely run i nto difficulty . This i s 
the best insurance there is against the enmity and opposition that can ruin your 
work. 

Good will can be depended upon to confirm your friendship, add to i ts 
quality, and increase the number and value of your friends. If you have any 
enemies or any of those envious and vengeful people who are potential enemies, 
good will can disarm them and even transform some of them into friends . It i s 
nothing less than a magic of the spirit . It can do more for you than could an 
army with banners . I t can give you better protection than could the walls of a 
fortress . 

This is not suggest ing anything unnat ural or abnormal , nor is it prescrib
ing anything difficult or unpleasant to do . Unless a soul is warped good will is 
its most natural and therefore i ts easiest att i tude, and for a warped soul good 
will is the best possible remedy. I t should not be difficult to do the thing 
one knows will create the happiest situation and produce the best result, and yet 
that the heart does not have to go out of its way to do . 

Good will is the best of pr otections against contention of any kind , and if 
contention there must be, it is the quickest and easiest way out . "Love your 
enemies 11

, was the recommendation of Jesus and the apostles . Pray for them. Treat 
them well . Return good for evil . Leave vengeance t o God . Good will defeat 
enmity as evil can never do, for evil never fails to make it worse . Kindness 
and good will have made ~ great lives t han learning, ~' skill , o-!' wealth 
~ did . 

It is dangerous to have people wishing you ill. You never can tell how 
much harm it will add up to or how far i t will go . It leaves you standing on 
ground that is being undermined beneath your feet . It is as needless as it is 
dangerous and distressing . Having influences working against you ID2.Y hinder, 
delay, or prevent your succe ss, but you can soon have the same i nfluences working 
for you if you meet them with nothing but genuine good will. Practice it , and 
your enemies are promptly and effectively disarmed . 

Life is t oo short , hearts are too tender , and the peopl e around us have too 
many troubles already to make us free to treat anyone unkindly. Whether he deserves 

---



it or not is not for us to say, but even if he does ill will cannot help. Even 
if you must differ or defend, do it kindly. Respect personality, all personality 
in all you do, and yours will be a peaceful road. 

Do not let your life be an arena of contention. A battlefield is a poor 
place to build a more stately mansion. Dig up the thorns and plant f l owers in 
their places . Leave plenty of room for sunshine to get through . Ksep your good 
will up- to-date and in working order . It will turn destroyers into defenders and 
replace danger 1..1ith safety. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* BUILD STRONG * 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
the structure down. 
sidered necessary . 

&&& PART SIX &!& 

One of the surest protections against disaster and loss in 
a structure is to build it strong . Sometimes a weakness 
develops in a supposedly safe building, and the repairmen 
discover poor timbers, or too few of them, or careless 
~orkmanship in some concealed spot where one has to make 
an opening to see what was the unseen condition that let 

Every support should be made even stronger than might be con-

We can make the same mistake with t he lives ve build. It is said that a 
chain is no stronger than its weakest link . It is similarly true that a building 
is no safer than its ••eakest support . it/atch a building under construction and 
see what generous provision is made for walls, pillars, and beams, adequate to 
hold everything in its place . A weak place anywhere is sure to reveal itself and 
make trouble later . It cannot be forever kept concealed , and its revelation will 
be embarrassing and costly. 

Structures meant to endure are always made generously strong . 
the level, and the plummet have much to do with keeping their walls 
Strains and stresses are carefully figured and excesses are allowed 
needs straight lines, level surfaces, unleaning walls , and supports 
all they are expected to, and more . 

The square, 
even and true. 
for . Living 
that will bear 

Build your more stately mansion true . Time and life will make their demands. 
There will be decay. There will be unexpected situations. The building may have 
to house an unexpected amount of activity . Let there be no hidden weaknesses . 
You would find that no shell of any chambered nautilus has a single spot where the 
material has been stinted or the work slighted. 

We have to use good construction principles about stresses, strains, and 
thrusts too . They must complement and balance each other, so there will be no 
conflicts or confusions of force and resistance among them. Here as elsewhere 
harmony is strength . Anything wrong or out of place is like an untuned harp string . 
The uninformed observer would never know when looking at a given spot how much in 
how many places is geared to that spot. 

One who tries to cheat life in his building methods will find he cannot do 
it . He will only cheat himself . One who tries to deceive destiny will only de
ceive himself . One who uses shoddy mater ials and methods will himself be the one 
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who has to pay the cost . The least expensive way is to do it right, for the cost 
of disaster nay be in dearer terms than money . 

In his pa~ting advice t o his son, Laertes, Shakespeare's Pol oni us say s tha~ 
~ one is really true to himself he cannot then be false to any man . Be true to 
your buildinb ~ask, then, and it will not be false to you, nor to the fut ure, nor 
to those who ;.;:'_ll have to do W'ith it throughout its life . If there is a '\.lord to 
express its nature and quality, and the spirit in which it i·laS built, let that 
'\.lord be Integr:.ty . Tha~ ;.ms t.ne principle on which the mountains were built. , and 
the stars SH'lmg into their course . 

* * f : ~~ * ~~ * 
* 
* DEDICATION~ 

* 
* * * * * * * 

* * 
~-

* 
~~ 

* * 

&&& PART SEVEN &&& 

h dedicated life is safest from the r avages of time , storm, 
and calar.1ity . i~e have always dedicated t emples . We now 
dedicate homes and public buildi ngs. Would it not be well 
to dedicate our more stately mansions? A dedicated thing 
i s more likely to be respected . There is an atmosphere 
about it that commands respect both from O'\.mers and visito~s . 

Dedicat i on would also seem to bring anything more especially ~~der divine protec
t i on a s a holy -r,ning , which tne more stately mansion is. 

The Bible tells us that the body should be respected and kept ~~defiled 
because it i s a t emple of the spirit. It also tells us to dedicate our bodies as 
our reasonable ~-.rorship before the Divine . This would seem even more t r ue of the 
li~e structure itself, which may be called a tenement of the soul . I t is here 
recommended t hat i t be dedicated at the beginning of i ts building and again from 
time t o time as the i·!Ork goes on. Then, if you ¥..now when it i s finished , a g~and 
dedication ~ight be held . 

!t is not. true that we can be as caref ul and respectful of a structure with
out dedication . It may be true in theory, but not in pract ice . It just i sn 't 
cione. we vrou.J.c lack the restraint which the fact of dedicat i on suggests. People 
dedicate their lives to religious work, and should dedicate t hem to all wor thy 
endeavor . Then i·Jhy not dedicate the powers, and hopes, and purposes, 1-rhich make 
our lives 1.-1hat they are ? 

On a certain street corner stands a large building devoted to the business 
of a dist rict agency for the collection o: federal i ncome tax . Yet on the corner 
stone one reads t his , 11 Dedicated to the Glory of God and the Service of N.an. 11 I t 
was originally a hotel building wi th a church built into i t . I t was dedicated as 
the stone indicates, but was lost to creditors and not kept dedicat ed . That does 
not happen often, and i t need never happen to your life because there are no 
creditors to satisfy . The l egend is gooc . Why not apply it to your more stately 
mansion, - 11Dedicated to the Glory of God and the Service of l'J.an 11 ? 

We have this pr oblem with t he selves we build. It comes with them and lasts 
a s l ong as they do . It is important to dedicate ourselves, but keening dedi cated 
is equally so. It is another point in the conduct of life where endurance i s 
called for. Do not lose interest or intensity of purpose . Do not get tired and 
discouraged . Renew your dedicati on often, and keep it in mind in all you do . 

--
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Dedication is a setting aside for a purpose, a declaration of that purpose. 
Presumably it is a good purpose. The old ~rd for it ~as to sanctify or make 
holy. That is the effect dedication is supposed to have. Holy means '~ole or 
complete. Do you not see, then, ~hy dedicated things are safest? They are seldom 
violated, and when a marauder comes he is likely only to stand in respect before 
a holy thing . 

There ~ be ~ear and tear. Storms will beat. Time and tide will 
take their toll. Use will wear ne~ess a~ay. Some day, if you live 
adequately, you will outgro~ -what you have built, like a house a 
growing family finds too small . Meanwhile, howver, build it so it 
will be safe for itself and its users. Dedication will help. 

AFFIRMATION 

I thro~ about the life I am building 
the protection of faith and every 
worthy purpose to keep i t safe for 
completion and use. 

May this lesson be blessed for the fUlfillment of your ambition t o build a 
better life. 

YOUR CLASS INSTRUCTOR. 
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